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“Your Highness Shang Hong, congratulations.”

“Congrats?”Omi was instructing Shang Ji in martial arts training when Chen Xiang
arrived and gave Omi his good news.

However, Omi didn’t know what joy was there.

“Your Highness Shang Hong, Shang Mo has just officially stepped into the first
stage of Return to Void.”

Omi smiled, “This is indeed a happy and congratulatory event, Shang Mo has
stepped into the Returned Void Phase 1, and in a few years my great
grandfather’s deadline, my Shang Clan won’t end up without a Returned Void.”

“Yes, so tonight, your great-grandfather is hosting a banquet at the palace, and
I’m here by order of His Majesty to invite you into the palace for the
banquet.However, the number of people at the banquet is limited, so you can
only take one person with you.”

“Okay, I understand.”

That night, Omi brought Shang Ji with him and entered the palace for the
banquet.

It was good that Shang Mo had stepped into the Returning Void, and there was
no telling when Omi’s grandfather, Shang Jian, would be able to step into the
Returning Void.

It was just that on such a grand occasion, Omi only brought Shang Ji with him,
which inevitably made some of the other children feel a little lost inside.

For example, Qin Nui. First URL m.kanshu8.net

“Mother, why didn’t father take me to the emperor’s banquet.”Qin Nui said to
Qin Rei with a face full of loss.

Qin Ren smiled, “Don’t blame your father, your father has so many children, it’s
impossible for every one of them to be able to take care of you, if you can get
him to pay more attention to you, you must strive to become strong.The reason
why your father is taking Shang Ji with him is because, your Imperial Emperor,
also likes Shang Ji very much, if you are also a genius and strong enough, even if
your father doesn’t take you there, your Imperial Emperor will still take the



initiative to want to see you.Understand?The world is such a cruel place, and you
don’t have the right to ask for so much if you don’t become a superior human
being.”

“Well, mother, I understand, I will definitely redouble my efforts.”

Qin Ren smiled happily, “That’s good, if you’re like your two brothers, Shang Xu
and Shang Lei, then you really won’t have much of a place in the family in the
future, even your father’s visits to our courtyard will become less frequent.”

“Well, I know.”Qin Nui consciously went to practice her sword.

Omi entered the palace and attended the evening banquet to congratulate
Shang Mo for stepping into the first stage of Returning Void.

Of course, during the banquet, Omi’s son, Shang Ji, also made Omi earn a lot of
face.

Omi’s great-grandfather liked him very much, and Shang Jian also loved this real
Xuan grandson very much, making Shang Jian only have Shang Ji as this Xuan
grandson.

Omi’s other sons and daughters, Shang Jian simply does not know, nor is he in
the mood to know, this is the reality, only the ability to make people remember
you.

Shang Cuo also brought his son, Shang Bu Ming, to the banquet.

It’s just that with Omi here, Shang Cao’s radiance wasn’t hidden at all, Shang Cao
was 75 years old and only in the middle of his peak, he didn’t shine in front of
Omi, although he was still the genius of the family.

Originally, Shang Cao had another son, Shang Bu Ming, who could have brought a
little light to him, but unfortunately, Omi gave birth to another son, Shang Ji, and
Shang Ji covered up Shang Bu Ming’s light as well.

So, at the banquet, both Shang stubborn and his son were depressed.

Shang Bu Ming was already 21 years old, and the realm was considered to be very
powerful as it had reached Unity Realm Completion.However, Shang Bu Ming
didn’t seem to like Omi because Omi had beaten him when he was young, when
Shang Bu Ming had bullied Qin Nui.

But

Yes, Shang stubbornly sucked up to Omi for a change.

After the feast was over, Omi went to Shang Jian’s place to drink tea first.



“Grandpa, when are you going to step into the Returning Void ah?”Omi asked.

“Hehe, Shang Hong, I’m not hiding anything, I’m almost there, I think, in two or
three years, I’ll be stepping into the Return to Void Stage One, I’m sure of it.”

“Wow, that’s great, when that happens, our Shang clan will have two other
powerful people of the Returned Void Phase I sitting in addition to Grandpa.”Omi
said happily, Omi was now starting to think about things from a global
perspective, after all, Omi also had to think about his descendants, especially his
indisputable sons, no matter what, Omi still loved them and wanted them to be
happy in their lives, but that hope would have to be placed on the genius sons
and grandsons of the Shang Clan, for example, Shang Ji.

Omi has been instilling ideas into Shang Ji since he was a child, telling him that
when he becomes powerful in the future, he must protect his siblings and not
look down on or treat them differently just because some of them are less
talented.

Shang Ji was also particularly sensible, vowing at a young age that in the future
he would protect all his brothers and sisters, as well as his younger siblings, and
all of the Shang clan.

Shang Jian sighed.

“Grandfather, why do you sigh?In two more years, you’ll be able to step into the
Void, no need to sigh ah.”

Shang Jian said, “Shang Hong, even if I step into the Returned Void in two more
years, that will only last for forty years ah.After forty years, Shang Mo and I, if we
haven’t stepped into the second stage of Return to Void, then it’s basically the
end.At that time, what about the family, there won’t be a single genius in our
next generation ah.”

“Ugh.”

“Originally, your father, he was a genius, my most outstanding son, but
unfortunately, he died young, and many other clansmen of the same generation
as your father also died at the hands of the Yuan Clan.In other words, in your
father’s generation, our Shang clan was fractured.Although I have given birth to
many more sons since then, unfortunately, so far, none of them have the talent
to hold up the family.However, fortunately, in the next generation, there are two
people, you and Shang stubborn, who will be able to hold up the family in the
future.It’s just that if there’s a layer break in the middle, I’m afraid that before
you guys grow up, something will happen.”

Omi nodded, no wonder Grandpa sighed, because Grandpa’s next generation,
which was Omi’s father’s generation, didn’t have a single genius who could hold
up the family.

And Omi and Shang Stubborn, who were still younger, forty years later, when
Shang Jian and Shang Mo had reached their big limit, Omi and Shang Stubborn



definitely hadn’t risen yet, and at that time, the fractured generation, in case of
any accidents, for example, the sudden resurgence of the Yuan Clan and the rise
of a Return to the Void, then, the Shang Clan would face extinction.

Therefore, Omi’s grandfather, even if he stepped into the Returning Void, he
couldn’t be happy at the thought of the crisis after his death.

Omi was busy saying, “Grandfather, don’t worry, I will rise as soon as possible, I
will become a Returned Void before the great limit of your generation, and be
able to sit in the family.”

Shang Jian laughed, “Shang Hong, this kind of ‘will definitely’ so and so words,
it’s better to say less, it doesn’t make any sense.I’m 162 years old this year, and in
two or three years when I step into the first phase of Return to Void, I’ll only be
able to live for about 200 years, which means that I’ll only have thirty years to
live.As for Shang Mo, he’s 173 years old this year, and although he’s stepping into
the Return to Void now, he’ll only live to be about 200, and he’ll die before I
do.And your great-grandfather, huh, he has less than ten years left to live.The
future, it’s really worrying ah, the fractured generation, will be the biggest crisis
in the future of our Shang clan.”
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Omi didn’t say anything else.

It seemed that Omi must also go out again and cultivate to the death, in order to
step into the Returned Void within thirty years.

It was just that for more than thirty years, Omi would have to break through from
the late stage of peak ascension to return to the Void, a difficulty that could
almost be said to be impossible.

Thirty years to reach the Great Perfection was already a miracle, so Shang Jian
didn’t want to hear Omi say that he would definitely.

Omi was 73 this year, and after more than thirty years, he was only a hundred
years old, Omi was only halfway through his life, it was unlikely that he would
achieve such a great accomplishment.

Omi asked, “Grandpa, throughout history, how old was the fastest person in
history to reach the point of returning to emptiness?”

Shang Jian said, “According to the historical records that can be searched, the
earliest person to step into the Returning Void was four thousand years ago, a
person named Luo Yun, who was 136 years old and stepped into the first stage of
the Returning Void.This record, over four thousand years in the past, has yet to
be broken by anyone.Shang Hong, you’re only 73 years old this year, even if your
talent can be compared to Luo Yun, and you can also be like him, stepping into
the Returned Void at the age of 136, then it will still take more than 60
years.After 60 years, I’ll be dead already, even if I step into the second stage of
Returned Void, I’ll still be dead.So, your great-grandfather and Shang Mo are



both worried about the decades of disconnection after we die.Even though we’ll
die and nothing will be known, we all hope that the Shang clan, can continue
forever.”

“Grandpa, there’s no use worrying about it now, there’s still more than thirty
years to go before the cart reaches the mountain.”

“Alright, it’s getting late, you should hurry home.”

“Good.”

Omi took Shang Ji and was about to go out, when Shang Jian suddenly said, “Wait
a minute.” Remember the URL ．kanshu8．net

“Grandpa, what else is there?”

“Shang Hong, Shang stubborn he’s going to marry another one in a few days.”

“Uh, that’s not normal.”

“The woman Shang Crabby he’s marrying in a few days is called Willow Flower.”

“Ah, Willow Flower?Isn’t that what you asked me to marry a few years back?”

“Yes, it’s a pity you were too discerning and didn’t want it, but now you’re
married by Shang Cao, this Liu Hua, her talent is extraordinary, that’s why I asked
you to marry her before, and she’s willing to marry you.”There was a hint of
blame in Shang Jian’s tone.

Omi smiled, “Grandfather, this Liu Hua, is indeed very strong, but she is a married
woman, her son is older than Qin Nui, how could I be willing to marry a married
woman when you asked me to.”

“Shang Hong, her husband has been dead for ten years, not a married woman.”

“That’s also married and has several sons, I don’t want one.”

Shang Jian said helplessly, “So now it’s only cheap for Shang Stubborn.”

“Speechless, that’s also called cheap.”Omi laughed, Shang stubborn married an
old woman and felt that he had picked up a bargain.

“Married and had a child to be afraid of, that Liu Hua can still regenerate, with
her being gifted, if she regenerates with Shang Crouch, the probability of genius
will be great.Now your son, Shang Ji, is a bit more talented than Shang Bu Ming,
but don’t be surpassed by Shang Stubborn’s regenerated son.”

“Haha.”



Shang Jian said, “Forget it, Shang Crabby is also a member of his own family, you
didn’t marry Willow Flower, he did, so it’s at least the fat water didn’t flow
outside.It’s just that by the time you’re old, you’ll only have one son at your knee
to hold up the scene, but Shang Cao has several at his knee, at that time, you’ll
only know regret, right?”Shang Jian waved his hand and told Omi to go home.

<

br /> Omi left his grandfather’s residence with Shang Ji.

Omi was thinking about grandpa’s last words in his mind.

Shang stubborn is also really hardworking enough, for the chance to be able to
give birth to more talented offspring, Omi is willing to marry someone who had a
dead husband.

Omi wanted beautiful, pure, and gifted, how in the world could there be such a
good thing.

Omi looked at his son Shang Ji beside him.

So far, out of so many of Omi’s children, there was really only one Shang Ji, who
had hopes of reaching the return to the virtual level in the future, the so-called
hold up the scene.

Omi said inwardly, “If there is a chance, I can also be open-minded, I always have
to think about my offspring, if I have two genius sons, or even three or four,
wouldn’t that be better.”

Omi smiled bitterly, “Am I being succumbed to fate?”

“Alas, when I was young, I thought that I would live a, unique life, but in the end, I
realized that it was all just the path that my predecessors had taken, and now, I
have to make compromises for the sake of my children and grandchildren, for the
sake of the ten thousand year continuation of the Shang Clan.”

However, for the time being, don’t think too much about it, even if you marry a
genius woman, you may not be able to give birth to genius children, it’s just that
the probability is high.

The most important thing now was what to do with that fractured generation in
the future after Grandpa Du’s big limit.

“I must strike again to squeeze my potential and strive to reach the return to the
void between thirty and forty years, so that the Shang clan can safely pass
through that fault generation time.”Omi gritted his teeth inwardly.

Back home, Omi slept in Little Grass’s room that night.



Of course, Omi also wanted to have another one with Little Grass, after all, Little
Grass was highly talented, and the probability of having a genius appearing with
her was even greater.

Only, over the years, after Little Grass gave birth to Shang Ji, her stomach hadn’t
moved.

That was why, Omi came to stay overnight with Little Grass more often, those
who didn’t know thought it was because Shang Ji was more genius, only those
who knew knew knew that everything Omi did was for the family.

In the Great Martial Empire, somewhere hidden, a group of Yuan’s Leaky Fish
lived here.

An old man with a gloomy gaze who had reached peak completion said, “Thirty or
forty years is enough time for me to step into the Void, hahaha, when I step into
the Void, it will be the day the Shang Clan will be exterminated.”

“Father, why are you so confident?Some time ago, the Imperial City got the news
that Shang Mo, of the Shang Clan, has stepped into the first stage of Return to
the Void, and, I also heard that Shang Jian is almost there too.I feel desperate,
the likelihood of my Yuan Clan wanting to rise again is really too low.”A man said
with a face full of loss.

“No, you don’t understand, you can’t look at the surface of everything.Today, on
the surface, the Shang Clan is sprightly and powerful, no vice-national clan can
compare to it, but the Shang Clan has another fatal weakness.”

“What?”

“When the Shang Clan was exterminated by our Yuan Clan back then, a very, very
large number of fourth generation children died, and it is said that the Shang
Clan, in the next generation of Shang Mo, no true geniuses existed, which means
that there is almost no possibility of returning to the Void.Then, once Shang Mo
and Shang Jian die, there will be no Returning Void in the Shang clan, and at that
time, it will be time for us, the Yuan clan, to take revenge and annihilate the
entire Shang clan in one fell swoop.Of course, the premise is that I’ll have
stepped into the Returning Void by then, but there’s still thirty or forty years left,
and I’m confident enough to step into the first stage of the Returning Void, and it
won’t even take that long.Hmph, Shang Clan, just wait for me.”
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